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Measures and Self Similarity 
DONALD W. SPEAR 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider sets and measures in the Euclidean space [w”. The Hausdorff 
measures, Zc”, determine the Hausdorff dimension of a set, dim,. The 
packing premeasures, P", defined independently by Tricot [17] and 
Sullivan [ 141, determine a dimension called the upper Minkowski [3] or 
upper capacity dimension, dim M. The packing premeasures are used to 
construct packing measures, 8”, and the packing measures determine the 
packing dimension, dim,+,. 
Taylor and Tricot showed in [ 163 that, for any 0 < c( and any bounded 
set, K, 
F'(K) <T(K) 6 P"(K). (1.1) 
Saint Raymond and Tricot in [ 121 gave necessary and sufficient conditions 
on a set, K, in order that 
,zF(K) =9"(K), (1.2) 
when 9'(K) < co. If 0 < X'(K) = 9"(K) < m, the set K in question must 
have integral Hausdorff dimension. In this paper, we give conditions for 
geometric constructions so that, for any subset, E, of the realization, K, 
X'(E) < T(E) 6 cX"(E), (1.3) 
where c is a constant independent of E and, if E is also compact, 
Y(E) d P"(E) < d"(E). (1.4) 
By then applying the definitions in (2.5), we get 
z=dim,, K=dim,? K=dim, K. (1.5) 
For Sierpinski carpets [18]. (1.5) does not hold. Furthermore, we give 
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conditions on the constructions so that for a subset, E, of the realization, 
K, and some qK independent of E, 
,X’(E) = q&j’(E). (1.6) 
Results concerning self similar sets have been published by Moran [lo], 
by Hutchison [7], by Graf [4], and by Mauldin and Williams [8]. An 
introductory reference is “Measure, Topology, and Fractal Geometry” by 
G. A. Edgar [ 11. The self similar sets analyzed here are generalizations of 
those realized by what Edgar called Mauldin and Williams (MW) con- 
structions. In general a self similar set has a nonintegral Hausdorff 
dimension. For example, for the Sierspinski gasket, dim, K== log, 3. 
An MW construction which is described in paragraph 3.6 uses similarity 
maps, T, , , with similarity ratios, t, ,, and compositions, 
Tcr=T,,,.z,~-Tac~,~ . ..~Tr.c,,-,,,,, (1.7) 
where the compositions are directed by a graph, i.e., each o(p, p + 1) is in 
the graph. Paragraph 2.3 defines similarity maps and paragraph 3.1 defines 
what is meant by a connected graph. An MW construction creates 
geometric sets, J,, which meet all the conditions described in paragraph 3.3 
and are the images of the similarity maps T,. After setting f,,,= 0 when 
there is no similarity map T,,,, Mauldin and Williams in [S] showed, what 
is restated in this paper as Theorem 4.1, that if the directing graph, G, is 
connected, then there is a unique exponent, tl, for which the spectral radius 
of the matrix [t;,] is 1. Note that a is dependent only on the similarity 
ratios. Mauldin and Williams further showed cc =dim,, K when K is the 
realization of an MW construction with a connected graph by showing the 
stronger result that 0 < Y”(K) < wl. We show that similar results hold for 
P” and 9”. First note how K is defined in (3.6) and note, for MW 
constructions, the K,‘s defined in (3.7) are images of similarity maps, T,, 
as in the example, K,,, = T,, , (K;). Using the facts in paragraph 2.3, we can 
precisely calculate that X’(Ki,,) = tT,#“(K,), F(K,.,) = f~j9x(K,), and 
P”(K,,,) = r:,P”(K,). We are able to show (1.6) holds because of this 
scaling behavior when K is the realization of an MW construction which 
has a connected graph and satisfies the condition YZ(A ) = 0 where A is 
defined in (4.31). We also note the equality in (1.6) holds for graph directed 
Moran constructions which are described in paragraph 3.6. We can not say 
that we have generalized Saint Raymond and Tricot’s result because there 
are many sets that satisfy their conditions, but not our conditions. 
Independently, H. Haase [S] has shown that 9’(K) < cc where K is the 
realization of an MW construction. We first showed this in [15]. 
Examples at the end of this paper show that there are sets which satisfy 
the conditions of paragraph 3.3, but are not realizations of MW construc- 
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tions. An exact definition of what a self similar set is has been avoided. For 
example, we would not want the sets constructed in Example 2 to be called 
self similar. In order to make our geometric constructions, start with the 
J,‘s as constructed in paragraph 3.3 and prove that, for the exponent r 
discussed above, P”(K) < ‘X which implies that 
dim. K<dim, K<dim,V K<z. (1.8) 
If paragraph 3.5’s conditions are assumed, we show =X”(K) > 0, the results 
given in (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) hold, and any subset, E, of K can be 
approximated in the sense stated in Lemma 4.6 by the K,‘s defined in (3.7). 
For our generalized construction, we have not been able to show that the 
equation in ( 1.6) holds. 
As shown in [16] by Taylor and Tricot, care must be taken in dealing 
with the packing premeasures, P”, because, although d” is countably 
subadditive, P” is only finitely subadditive. For example, P”( (01 u 
(l/n; n E N}) = CC for O<p< l/2. In contrast to this warning, note that, 
when E is a countable compact subset of a realization constructed under 
the conditions of paragraphs 3.3 and 3.5, P”(E) = ICC is possible only for 
p<x=dim,, K because, according to (1.4), P’(E)=O. We further note 
that there are conditions on the construction so that, for any subset, E, of 
K, :/P”(E) can be P”-approximated in the sense of (4.29) and that a similar 
P”-approximation can be made for X’(E). 
2.1. SET FUNCTIONS 
For the sake of notation, let B,:(X) be an open ball with radius a and let 
1 El be the diameter of the bounded set E. For c( 30, the x-Hausdorff 
measure [6] is defined here by 
X”“(E) = sup {T;(E)), (2.1) 
is > 0 
where Z:(E) = inf(CB,,\-)t,M (2~)~ : 2.5 d 6, E c U a}. Hausdorff used 
closed balls, but the use of open balls gives the same measure. A b-packing 
of E is a family of pairwise disjoint balls with centers in E and diameters 
less than or equal to 6. The z-packing premeasure is 
P”(E)= inf {P;(E))., 
6 > 0 (2.2) 
where P;(E) = SU~{C~,,\-,~,~(~E)’ : 2 a h-packing of E). The a-packing 
measure is 
g’(E)=inf f P”(E,) : EC fi E, . (2.3) 
i= 1 r=l 
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Each of 2”” and 9% is countably subadditive, but P” is only [ 161 finitely 
subadditive for subsets of [Wd. In [16, p. 6911, Taylor and Tricot prove 
that: 
THEOREM 2.1. For any bounded set E, 
Jf’(E) d Y’“(E) <P”(E). (2.4) 
Since the Hausdorff dimension, packing dimension, and upper 




dimnK=inf{cc>O: P”(K)=O}=sup{crZO: P’(K)>O), 
the inequalities in (2.4) imply that 
dim, Kbdim, Kddim, K. (2.6) 
2.2. SAINT RAYMOND AND TRICOT'S CONDITIONS 
Saint Raymond and Tricot in [12, p. 1431 proved that, if pa(E) < 00, 
the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) c%‘*(E) = 9”(E). 
(ii) For YPl-almost all x in E, 
- limiP(B,(X))/(2&)” = 1 = h: X”“(B,(X))/(2&)“. (2.7) 
El0 
The statement that if O< X”*(E) =9’“(E) < co, then a is an integer is a 
consequence of their Corollaries 9.3 and 9.5. Therefore, Saint Raymond and 
Tricot’s conditions do not necessarily satisfy our conditions. 
2.3. SIMILARITY MAPS 
A similarity map T is a map from W’ into LQd for which there is a positive 
constant q so that 
q .dist(x, v) = dist( TX, Ty). (2.8) 
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After applying a similarity map to a set, E, &“’ scales [9] according to the 
equation 
X”(TE) = q’%“(E) (2.9) 
and similarly both of P” and ;P” scale according to the similarity ratio of 
T. Equation (2.9) can be seen for both P and P” by setting 3., = q = & in 
Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose T: Rd + Rd and each of 3., and A2 is a positive 
constant such that A1 dist(x, y) < dist ( TX, TV) < 2U2 dist(.u, y). Then for any 
~30 and Ec R”, 
A;P’(E)<P”(TE)<;1;P”(E) and i.;b”(E) 6 gp”( TE) 6 3.5 F(E). 
(2.10) 
Proof: If E > 0, s E R”, and Ty E B,.,,( TX), then dist(.u, y) <E. There- 
fore, P~,,(TE)bj,~P~(E) because {II,,,( B,(x)E&!} is a i,&packing 
of TE when 9 is a S-packing of E. Similarly, i;P: (E) 3 P;2s( TE) 
because, if L+? is a &&packing of TE, BA2,(Tx)~2? and YE B,(x), then 
dist( Tx, Ty) <AZ&. Since T is one-to-one, the inequalities concerning 8” 
follow from its definition. 
3.1. THE CODING SPACE, S 
First we choose r E N, a graph G c { 1, . . . . r}‘, and a coding space, S, 
which is a subset of the infinite sequences, { 1, . . . . r}N, and which is 
dependent on G. The graph, G, is assumed to be connected, i.e., for 
(LA E (1, . . . . r}‘, there is a path ~JE { 1, . . . . r}” from a( 1) = i to o(n) =j with 
each a(p, p + 1) in G. We restrict ourselves to the coding space 
S= {GE (1, . . . . r}, : a(i,i+l)EGforiEN}, 
denote the allowed finite sequences of length n by 
(3.1 
S*“={o(l,...,n);aES}, (3.2) 
denote the set of all allowed finite sequences by S* = U,“= , S**, and denote 
the set of all infinite sequences which agree with a given finite sequence, U, 
byS,={tES;a=z(l,..., la/)} where 161 isthelengthofcr.Thesymbol * 
is a reminder that only those sequences with infinite extensions in S 
are considered. For n 2 2, a cycle GE S*” has the property that, for 
l<i<j<n, o(i)=a(j) if and only if i= 1 andj=n. 
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3.2. THE SIMILARITY RATIOS 
Let [ti,j] be an r x r nonnegative matrix such that t,,i = 0 if and only if 
(i,j) 4 G and such that, if (T is a cycle, 0 < n::i t,,j, ,+ ,) < 1. Set 
?I -  I 
fo = II fo(i.i+ll. (3.3) 
,=l 
For each /I 3 0, [ ‘fIj] is irreducible since G is connected. We are assuming 
the notation O’=O. 
3.3. THE RATIO OF THE DIAMETERS CONDITION 
Start constructing the realization by picking nonempty, nonoverlapping, 
bounded sets {Ji; i E ( 1, . . . . Y} } each being the closure of its interior. Non- 
overlapping means the interiors of distinct Jj and J, do not intersect. After 




We say that the construction is directed by the graph G because we only 
construct J, for which 0 E S*. 
3.4. THE REALIZATION, K 
Let lJ,l=L. Since, for TES, lrtl ,._., nl 10 as n-,w n:~lJo,l . n, 
contains exactly one point. Our realization, 
K= fi u J,, 
II= 1 aES*” 
(3.6) 
can be coded by (Z(U)} = n:=, Joel, ,,,, n,. We must be careful because there 
might be distinct (r and r coding the same point, i.e., X(C) = x = X(Z). Set 
K,= jn(~);t~S,}. (3.7) 
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3.5. PRESERVATION OF J,'s INTERIOR 
So far we have assumed that K is the realization of a construction which 
depends on a connected graph and satisfies the conditions of paragraph 3.3. 
This paragaph gives the condition that, for each C, an I, E K, can be found 
so that 
where i is a constant between 0 and 1 which is independent of the CJ being 
considered. 
3.6. MW CONSTRUCTIONS 
In order to make an MW construction, pick similarity maps 
{T,,,; (i,.j)~G), set, for UES*“, 
T~=T,(,.,,~T,,2.3,‘~, ... “T,c,,-I,,,,. (3.9) 
and pick compact sets {J, , . . . . J, ) so that the J,‘s and the images, 
Jr = TAJ,, 1 o I,), (3.10) 
satisfy the conditions in paragraph 3.3. Note that these J,‘s also satisfy the 
conditions in paragraph 3.5. An MW construction for which there is a 
compact set, J, and similarity maps, Ti, which map J into J,, i.e., 
T,(J) =.I;, is called a graph directed Moran construction. If G is the 
complete graph, G = { 1, . . . . r >‘, and 
T,,, = T,,x T,, (3.11) 
what we just called a graph directed Moran construction is simply called 
a Moran construction. 
3.7. THE NOTATION, S; 
For Fc R’, let S> be the set of all r~ E S* such that 
FnJ,#EL L-dFlandifl4>L IFldL,,....,I,I+,,. (3.12) 
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In (4.13) and (4.23), we use lJgES; K, to approximate F. In order to show 
that 3?(K) > 0 where a = dim, K, we use the condition 
sup{#S;:FcRd}<co. (3.13) 
If an MW construction has a connected graph, sup { # SF : F c Rd) is finite 
[IS, p. 8231. 
4.1. FINDING THE EXPONENT, ~1 
The PerronFrobenius theorem [ 131 for irreducible nonnegative 
matrices implies, for B 20, that the spectral radius, A(j), is a positive 
eigenvalue of [tfl,] which is greater than the modulus of any other eigen- 
value of [I!,]. The Perron-Frobenius theorem also states there is 
associated with the spectral radius an eigenvector whose components 
are positive. Therefore, associated with the spectral radius is a unique 
probability vector, i.e., each component of the vector is positive and the 
sum of the components is 1. In [S, p. 8121, Mauldin and Williams showed. 
THEOREM 4.1. A is continuous on [0, co) and strictly decreasing, 
A(O)>1 andlimp,,A(/?)=O. 
Therefore there is a unique tx > 0 for which A(a) = 1. Denote by 
v = (vl, . . . . v,) the right probability eigenvector of [tTj] associated with the 
spectral radius A( cx ). 
4.2. PROBABILITY MEASURES, q AND p 
Mauldin and Williams used two probability measures determined on the 
cylinder sets, S,, and on their counterparts, K,, by 
rl(&) = c Vdlol) and PL(K,) = ~W’KA (4.1) 
where u is defined on the coding space, S, and ~1 is defined on Rd with sup- 
port the realization K. Both q and ZA are Bore1 measures on their respective 
spaces which means all Bore1 sets are measurable. We use ,U to show both 
P’“(K) and P”(K) are finite. This implies the upper Minkowski dimension 
of K is less than or equal to CL 
4.3. AN UPPER BOUND ON P’(K) 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf E < mini < i< r { 142 ) and x E K, then . . 
ELI d y”, { t,~zl~v,~‘} p(B,(x)). (4.2) 
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Proof: Pick (T so that X(C) =x. There is an integer p which depends on 
.Y and E for which 
J ,7(1,....p)=Bc(-~) and J,,, ,.... ,-,,-B,(.~)fl21. (4.3) 
Since 
then (4.2) holds. 
THEOREM 4.3. If K is the realization of a construction as given in 
paragraph 3.3, then, for any Bore1 subset, E, of K, 
F(E)<p(E).2”max {tl~jal~u,l~‘} <co 
i,jGG 
(4.5) 
and, for any compact subset, E, of K, 
P’(E)<p(E).2”;:; {t,jllfv,-‘}. (4.6) 
Proof All probability measures on a metric space are regular in the 
sense of Parthasarathy [ 11, p. 271. This means E can be approximated, for 
n E N, by sets U, and V, in the sense that 
V,,cEcU, and dun- V,)< l/n3 (4.7 1 
where U, is open relative to K and V, is compact. By (4.2) 
(4.8) 
if 6 < min,<,<, {1J2> 
Kc-7 u,, “, B&k u,, 
and % d-packs V,?. Since, for small 6, 
P~W&2”~~~ {t,~“/~uj’)~(U,). (4.9) 
We can assume that g”( U, - V,) < l/n because the inequalities 
9YV,)<PW<2y-y~~ {tu”/~v,~l}~(Un) (4.10) 
imply 9” is regular in the sense of Parthasarathy. After letting n -+ co in 
(4.10), the inequalities that result imply (4.5) and, when E is compact, they 
imply (4.6) if each V, is chosen to be E. 
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4.4. THE IY-HAUSDORFF MEASURE IS POSITIVE 
Mauldin and Williams used p to prove that 0 <XC”(K) < cc for their 
construction directed by a connected graph. In our analysis of their work, 
we noticed that (4.11) was a sufficient condition to show that Hz(K) > 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf 
(4.11) 
then ~““(E)su~{#S~:PciW~Smax,.~., (u,/,~“)~P(E) fov any Bore1 
set E. 
Prbof: If R is a closed ball that meets K and (T E St, 
max (v,1,~2}1Rla>t~v,,,.,,. (4.12) 
l<i<r 
If 9 is a cover of E consisting of closed balls, 
1 v(,;>~ So) 3 1 P(R) aA0 
REC34 R R t 8 
The inequality in (4.11) holds because 
(4.13) 
sup{ #SF : Fc IV’) ,;fzr bi~,Y”> c IR/“>p(E). (4.14) 
REdf 
4.5. ALL THREE DIMENSIONS AGREE 
YY c S* is an antichain means, for distinct a and t, S, n S, = @. Set 
c=2” sup (#Sg} max (o,l;‘f max {tl;j”l’ 0,-‘}. 
FcRd l<i<r r,jsG 
(4.15) 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf a geometric construction satisfies the conditions given in 
paragraphs 3.3 and 3.5, then, for any subset, E, of the realization, K, 
Y”“(E) < Y’(E) < c%‘““(E) (4.16) 
and, if E is also compact, 
P”(E) < C&~(E) < M’(E). (4.17) 
Therefore, since 0 < X ‘(K), 
cx=dim,, K=dim,+, K=dim, K, (4.18) 
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Proof: First we show #Sz<(2LP’ maxi,,EG (l,~j’li~)d if IEl < 
min _ _ ,<i<r i/,/21 and thus conclude that supFcRd (#S:], is finite. For 
XE E, X”d(B,(~~)) = (2~)~ [2, p. 131. Sz. is an antichain and the elements in 
{J, ; 0 E S E 1. are nonoverlapping. Since 
and 
‘xd(B2iEI(S))> C .H”(Bj.,a(sfl)) 
* atSL 
(4.19) 
,X-“(B,L(.\-a))~(2E,min,,,.. {/,,,l,-‘). IEl)“, 
#SE is bounded. The conclusion (4.16) follows from (2.4), (4..5), (4.11 ), 
and the Bore1 regularity of .X” and P in the sense of Taylor and Tricot 
[16, p. 6871, i.e., there is a Bore1 set B so that T(B) = S”(E) and 
X’(B) = XU”(E) and (4.17) follows from (2.4), (4.6), and (4.11). 
4.6. APPROXIMATIONS OF SUBSETS 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume that K is a realization sarisfIling the conditions of 
paragraphs 3.3 and 3.5. If U is open relative to K, there is a pairwise disjoint 
sequence of K,‘s which is almost U in the sense that 
.X’“(U)= c ,XXZ(KO) and P(U)= c YP(KKd). (4.20) 
,EQ 0tQ 
Moreover, !f E c K and e > 0, there is a Q so that 
p’(E)- c X”(K,) <E and b”(E)- c $“(Kb) <E. (4.21) 
USC2 TEQ 
Proof: Set #“= {K,: K, c U}. Since Eq. (4.20) holds if there exists a 
pairwise disjoint finite sequence, R,, chosen from YJ1‘ so that U = lJy= 1 Ri, 
assume there is no such finite sequence. Following Falconer [2, p. 111, we 
can pick a sequence {R,; ie N, R,E%‘) and an index set, Q= (aeS*; 
K,=R;, iEN/, so that the elements in (K,; 0 E Q > are pairwise disjoint 
and 
u- u K, c ‘,.j &,<(-G), (4.22) 
where, for m E N’, Q,,, = { 0 E Q; K, = Ri, i < m 1. Since # Si ,,,,- YO, is bounded 
and 
cl(unB,,o(-~))d 1 q(S,), (4.23) 
* rESB?,“,‘“l 
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then there is a constant y for which 
Since V(Uo~~-~m S,) -P 0 as m --* co, (2.4), (4.5), and (4.22) imply (4.20) 
holds. Choose a Bore1 set B with E c B, 9”(B) = P(E), and X”(B) = 
.X”“(E). There is a set U, open relative to K approximating B in the sense 
that B c U, and 9”( U, - B) < E and YP( U, - B) < E. For (4.21), let U = U, 
and use the Q defined for (4.10). 
4.7. RELATING Y'*(E) AND P"(E) 
For the sake of notation, set K, = $3 if 0 $ S *. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose K is the realization of an MW construction 
directed by a connected graph and satisfying the condition K,,i n K,, j = /zr 
when o = 1, . . . . r and i # j. Then there is b > 0 such that 
~QJw”)=“.“(&Jw”) (4.25) 
when W is finite and the elements in {K,; CJ E W} are pairwise disjoint. 
ProoJ By using the fact [16, p. 6831, 
Pa(A u B) = P”(A) + P*(B) (4.26) 
if A and B are compact and disjoint, we get for any i= 1, . . . . r, 
,$, tFjPol(K,) = P” ( b K,Tj) = P”(K,). 
j= 1 
(4.27) 
Since each of [Ya(K1), . . . . 9”(K,)] and [P”(K,), . . . . P”(K,)] is a right 
eigenvector of [t&l with eigenvalue of 1, 
CP”W, h . . . . 9”(K, )I = bCf’“(K, 1, . . . . P”Wr )I (4.28) 
for some b>O. If 0~ S*, 9*(K,)= t;YCL(Ko(,b,,)= bP”(K,). By applying 
(4.26), the proof is finished. 
If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.7 are satisfied, we can combine the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.7 with the approximations in Lemma 4.6. For any 
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subset, E, of the realization, K, T(E) can be approximated in the sense 
that 
.T(E)-b.P’ u K, <E, 
i i! bt t4’ 
(4.29) 
where E and the K,‘s are defined in (4.20), b is defined in (4.28), and W is 
a large enough subset of Q so that 
P(E)- c YZ(Ku) <c. (4.30) 
0s tt. 
4.8. HAUSDORFF MEASURE IS A MULTIPLE OF PACKING MEASURE 
Now we give some precise statements about the relationship between the 
x-packing measures and the cr-Hausdorff measures of the subsets of our 
realization, K. Let 
A={x~K:x~K,,~nK,,,fori#j,z~(l...., r>>. (4.31) 
THEOREM 4.8. If K is the realization of an MW construction with a 
connected graph and satisjj@ng the condition Xa(A) = 0, then, for E c K and 
appropriate q, 
Ha(E) = q .9’(E). (4.32) 
Proof: For r E ( 1, . . . . r) and i #.i X’(K,,; n K7.j) < Y”(K,,; n K,j) 6 
cP(A). As in the proof of Theorem 4.7, there is q so that 
[XV, 1, . ..> Y’(K,)] = q . [YZ(K, ), . . . . T(K,)]. (4.33) 
Since each K,, in (4.21) is similar to K,,,,,,, Z’“‘(K,) = q .Ypa(KC). Let ~10. 
For a graph directed Moran (see Sect. 3.6) construction, any subset of K 
can be approximated by similar copies of K. 
THEOREM 4.9. If K is a graph directed Moran construction and E c K, 
X’(E) = q.F( E), (4.34) 
where q = XDa( K)/.Y”( K). 
4.9. EXAMPLES 
We give examples to show that the constructions given in this paper are 
not necessarily products of an MW construction, but first note that 
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Mauldin and Williams generalized their own construction by using a family 
of similarity maps, T, for (T E S*, with similarity ratio t, and insisting that 
the images J, = T,(J,(,,,) ) and the t,‘s satisfy paragraph 3.3’s conditions. 
Although in Example I similarity maps are used, J, in general is not the 
image of Jp(lal) created by a similarity map. 
EXAMPLE 1. We give constructions for generalized Sierpinski gaskets, 
but first construct a standard Sierpinski gasket [3]. Start with the equi- 
lateral triangle in the plane with corner points, (0, 0), (1, O), and (l/2, 
d/2). Let J be th e t riangle along with its interior. Define similarity maps 
(4.35) 
where (~1,6~)=(0,0), (az,b2)=(1/2,0), and (a,,b,)=(l/4,fi/4) and 
(4.36) 
Using the Moran construction process with the similarity maps 
{T,; i= 1, 2, 3}, the realization, 
sc=fi u T,(J)> (4.37) 
n=l rrEjl.2.3j” 
is a Sierpinski gasket. 
Now we construct a generalized Sierpinski gasket by using the sets, 
{J’-‘= T;(J)u T,(J)u T,(J): (i,j, ~)EZ}, (4.38) 
where I= {(i,j, k)~ (0, 1,2, 3}3 : # {i,j. k} = 31. We make each J, a 
similar copy of one of the J(iSAk’r s. First pick three nonoverlapping sets 
{J,, J,, J3 } from the collection, { Z’,, Jci,jxk’ : p E { 0, 1, 2, 3 >, (i, j, k) E I}. 
Assume, for 0 E { 1,2, 3 >“, that J, has been chosen in the form, 
J, = T,( Jh.Q.i3)), (4.39) 
where ZE (0, 1, 2, 3)“. For each i,, arbitrarily choose one of the J(iS’-k’r~ 
defined in (4.38) and set 
J,., = T,, jP( J”.‘.k’). 
Define K as in (3.6) with S= { 1, 2, 3)‘. 
(4.40) 
EXAMPLE 2. This is an example where paragraph 3.3 holds, but 3.5 fails. 
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Start with the closed unit disk, J= ((CC, .v) : x’+$< 1 }. Let T be the 
contraction map, [ ‘8 ,,:,I, and let T” be the n-fold composition of T. 
Define contraction maps, for (T E { 1,2, 3,4)“, n E N, and 0 depending on CJ, 
cos 9 - sin 19 
T,(K .I,) = sin d cos 0 1 [I T” x +(%?b,) (4.41) ? 
so that {T, ( J), T,(J), T,(J), T,(J) )- are nonoverlapping subsets of J and 
so that, if T,(J) has been defined, (T,,,(J), T,,JJ), T,,,(J), T,,,(J)] are 
nonoverlapping subsets of T,,(J). T,(J) is only a rotation and translation 
of the image T”(J). Label J, = T,( J). For this example, we have only 
shown that dimR K d log, 4. 
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